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Basic Science
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A B S T R A C T

Background: There is controversy regarding the superiority of posterior-stabilizing (PS) total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and cruciate-retaining (CR) TKA. Substantial work has made comparisons between PS and CR TKA at follow-ups of less than 5 years. It was the goal of the present study to compare the kinematics at greater than 5 years postoperatively between CR and PS TKA, with a secondary goal of comparing patient function.

Methods: A total of 42 knees were investigated, with equal representation in the PS and CR TKA groups. Patients underwent radiostereometric analysis imaging at 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°, 80°, and 100° of flexion. Contact position, magnitude of excursion, and condylar separation on each condyle were measured. A Timed-Up-and-Go functional test was also performed by patients, with the total test time being measured. Preoperative and postoperative clinical outcome scores were also collected.

Results: There were differences in contact position on both the medial and lateral condyles at multiple angles of flexion (P < .05). There was no difference (P = .89) in medial excursion; however, PS TKA had greater lateral excursion than CR TKA (P < .01). No difference (P > .99) was found in frequency of condylar separation. PS TKA was associated with faster (P = .03) total Timed-Up-and-Go test times. There were no differences in clinical outcome scores between the groups preoperatively or postoperatively.

Conclusion: We found kinematic and functional differences that favor PS TKA. Our results suggest posterior cruciate ligament insufficiency in CR TKA, indicating that perhaps the cam/post systems in PS TKA better maintain knee kinematics and function long term.

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

The decision to retain or sacrifice the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) has been a longstanding debate within the field of orthopedics. Knee arthroplasties that retain the PCL and those that sacrifice the PCL have both existed since the explosion of innovation in TKA prosthetic designs that occurred in the 1970s [1]. Advocates of cruciate-retaining (CR) designs argue that retaining the PCL provides more natural knee kinematics, improved proprioception, and enhanced inherent stability [2,3]. Those in favor of posterior-stabilized (PS) TKA, where the PCL is sacrificed and replaced by a cam/post system, claim that the PS design allows for better ligament balancing, a simpler surgical procedure, reduced tibiofemoral loads, and more predictable kinematics [4]. Comparisons between PS and CR TKA have been made in multiple meta-analyses, where a broad range of results were examined, including clinical and radiological outcomes.
flexion and extension angles, range of motion, survivorship, and complication rates [5–8]. The consensus from these findings suggests that while PS TKA allows for greater range of motion and flexion angles, there are no clinically relevant differences that would indicate the use of one design over the other.

Another important factor to consider when comparing TKA designs is the contact kinematics. Common deviations from normal kinematics in replaced knees, such as reduced posterior femoral rollback, paradoxical anterior femoral translation, and femoral condylar separation, can lead to multiple issues [9,10]. Paradoxical anterior femoral translation causes an anterior positioning of the flexion axis that decreases maximum flexion, results in a decreased quadriceps moment arm that reduces quadriceps efficiency, and has been shown to increase the risk of accelerated polyethylene wear [10–12]. Greater posterior femoral rollback has been associated with increased flexion, because more rollback delays posterior impingement between the femur and tibia [9,10]. Furthermore, kinematic abnormalities have been correlated with an increase in tibial component migration, which can lead to early loosening and implant failure [13]. Therefore, it should be the goal of TKA designs to limit the occurrence of these abnormalities.

While substantial work has been performed investigating the kinematics of PS and CR designs at short-term follow-ups of less than 5 years, to our knowledge, there has not been a long-term examination of the kinematics in PS and CR TKA. A study of the kinematics at long-term follow-up is important to further assess whether the kinematics of each design are maintained. Thus, it is the goal of the present study to compare the kinematics at greater than 5 years postoperatively between PS and CR TKA. An examination of patient function was also completed to determine whether kinematic differences led to functional disparities between groups.

Materials and Methods

Forty-five patients (50 knees) were recruited for the study, and patients were matched according to their sex, age within 2 years, body mass index within 3 kg/m², and date of surgery within 6 months. Included in the matching protocol were patients who were at least 5 years postoperation from a TKA where either a PS version or a CR version of the same prosthesis was used (Sigma; DePuy, Warsaw, IN). Exclusion criteria included patients who did not receive the implant studied, those who did not have their surgery performed at University Hospital, London Health Sciences Center, and those who had a follow-up less than 5 years.

Of the 50 knees recruited, 4 matched pairs were excluded because of unmeasurable images in the kinematic analysis. There was equal representation of the remaining 42 knees recruited in both the PS and the CR groups, resulting in 21 knees per group. Patient demographics are displayed in Table 1. There were no significant differences in age (P = .34), sex (P > .99), body mass index (P = .79), or years postoperation (P = .15) between the PS and the CR groups. Average follow-up exceeded 9 years in each group.

Patients in both groups had previously received a cobalt-chromium on conventional polyethylene TKA with a resurfaced patella (Sigma; DePuy) using cemented fixation. The PS group consisted of patients who had received a PS Sigma prosthesis from a single high-volume surgeon who preferred PS designs, whereas the CR group was comprised of patients who had received a CR Sigma prosthesis from a different high-volume surgeon who favored CR designs. Other than the version of the prosthesis used, all aspects of the operation and postoperative care and rehabilitation were identical between the 2 groups and occurred within the same hospital and physiotherapy department. Both surgeons used a measured resection surgical technique. In the CR group, the PCL was partially released if the knee was too tight in flexion.

Patients recruited to the study underwent weight-bearing stereor X-ray examinations using a radiostereometric analysis (RSA) system at multiple angles of flexion (0°, 20°, 40°, 60°, 80°, and 100°) [14]. A uniplanar calibration cage (RSA Biomedical, Umea, Sweden) was used for every examination. The 2D/3D registration of the manufacturer’s CAD models for the femoral and tibial implant components to each stereo X-ray pair was performed using model-based RSA software (RSAcore, Leiden, Netherlands), which has been demonstrated to have measurement errors of 0.19 mm for translations and 0.52° for rotations [15]. After obtaining the positions and orientations for both the registered femoral and tibial components, a model of the polyethylene liner with the correct thickness was added to the tibial baseplate model. An in-house software program was used to find the point of shortest distance between the femoral and tibial components on each of the medial and lateral condyles, as well as the magnitude of the distance between components. A difference of 0.5 mm between the tibiofemoral distances of the medial and lateral condyles was chosen as the threshold to be considered condylar separation, matching a previous study where RSA imaging was used to acquire kinematic data [16].

In addition to the kinematic data, the functional ability of patients was determined using a standardized walking test known as the Timed-Up-and-Go (TUG) test [17–19]. During this test, the patient stands up from a chair, walks 3 m to a measured goal, turns around at the goal, walks back to the chair, and sits down in the chair [19]. The total time to complete the TUG test was measured, with shorter times indicative of patients with higher function.

Clinical outcome scores from both the preoperative time point and the postoperative time point at which the patient visited for the study were recorded. Included scores were the Short Form 12 (SF-12) mental component score (MCS) and physical component score (PCS), the Knee Society Score (KSS), and the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC).

All statistical analyses were performed using Prism 8. Normality of all the data was tested using a D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test. Comparisons between the group demographics were done using a paired t-test for normally distributed data, or a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test when the data were not normally distributed. The ratios of male to female were determined using a Fisher exact test. Comparisons between groups for the clinical outcome scores were done using a paired t-test for normally distributed data, or a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test when the data were not normally distributed. Comparisons between the preoperative and postoperative clinical outcome scores within each group were performed with a paired t-test when data were normally distributed, or a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test when the data were not. A Fisher exact test was used to compare the frequency of condylar separation between groups. For each degree of flexion analyzed, the mean anteroposterior (AP) contact position on both the medial and lateral condyle was determined. A paired t-test or Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test was done depending on whether the data were normal or not, respectively, to compare the AP position of each group for both the medial and lateral condyle. Excursion (the range between minimum and maximum AP contact position) was calculated across all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Posterior-Stabilized</th>
<th>Cruciate-Retaining</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>65.6 ± 5.07</td>
<td>66.1 ± 5.60</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>32.7 ± 5.23</td>
<td>32.9 ± 4.97</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>9 male, 12 female</td>
<td>9 male, 12 female</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years postoperation</td>
<td>9.49 ± 1.84</td>
<td>9.36 ± 1.79</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

On the medial condyle, the PS group (Fig. 1A) consistently exhibited more anterior contact than the CR group (Fig. 1B) throughout early flexion at 0° (P = .004), 20° (P = .045), and 40° (P = .002), where the average magnitude of this difference ranged from 3.5 mm at 20° to 5.1 mm at 40° (Fig. 2A). The PS and CR groups showed similar contact positions at 60° (P = .94) before the PS group demonstrated more anterior contact at 80° (P = .047) of flexion, where the average magnitude of difference was 3.2 mm. The PS and CR groups displayed similar contact positions again at 100° (P = .54) of flexion. In both groups, the medial contact position moved posteriorly from 0° to 40°, then moved anteriorly from 40° to 60°. In the PS group, the medial contact position continued to shift anteriorly from 60° to 80° before moving posteriorly from 80° to 100°. In the CR group, the contact position moved slightly posteriorly from 60° to 80°.

A similar trend was seen on the lateral condyle (Fig. 2B), where the PS group had consistently more anterior contact positions than the CR group throughout early flexion at 0° (P = .02), 20° (P = .03), and 40° (P = .0003), and the average magnitude of this difference ranged from 4.0 mm at 0° to 5.0 mm at 20°. The PS and CR groups showed similar contact positions from 60° (P = .13) to 80° (P = .10) of flexion before the PS group demonstrated posterior contact relative to the CR group at 100° (P = .02) of flexion, where the average magnitude of difference was 2.7 mm. In both groups, the lateral contact position moved posteriorly from 0° to 40°. The lateral contact position for the PS group remained relatively constant, moving only slightly anteriorly from 40° to 60° before shifting back to a slightly posterior position from 60° to 80°. The lateral contact position for the CR group had a constant anterior shift from 40° to 60° before a slight posterior shift from 60° to 80°. The PS group displayed a posterior shift in lateral contact from 80° to 100°, whereas the lateral contact position for the CR group shifted slightly anteriorly from 80° to 100°.

There was no significant difference (P = .89) in the average medial excursion between the PS group (8.9 ± 4.4 mm) and the CR group (9.1 ± 2.7 mm). However, there was a difference (P = .0016) in the average lateral excursion, with the PS group (10.1 ± 6.0 mm) displaying a greater average lateral excursion than the CR group (5.9 ± 2.8 mm).

No difference (P > .99) was found in the frequency of condylar separation between the PS group (n = 6 of 21 patients) and the CR group (n = 5 of 21 patients). In the PS group, 1 of the 7 instances was medial separation and 5 of the 6 were lateral separation. In the CR group, 3 of the 5 instances were medial separation and 2 of the 5 were lateral separation.

There was a significant difference (P = .03) in total TUG test time between the PS group (12.4 ± 3.4 s, n = 11) and the CR group (14.9 ± 3.3 s, n = 11).

There were no significant differences present in the SF-12, KSS, or WOMAC outcome scores between the PS and CR groups preoperatively or postoperatively (Table 2). The PS group showed significant improvements preoperatively to postoperatively in the SF-12 PCS (P < .0001), KSS (P < .0001), and WOMAC (P < .0001) outcome scores; however, no difference in the SF-12 MCS (P = .38). Likewise, the CR group showed improvements preoperatively to postoperatively in the SF-12 PCS (P < .0001), KSS (P < .0001), and WOMAC (P < .0001) outcome scores, and no difference in the SF-12 MCS (P = .62).

Discussion

The purpose of TKA is to provide the patient with a stable knee that functions well to provide good satisfaction for a long period of time. However, while TKA survivorship is good, patient satisfaction with their arthroplasty could be improved [20–22]. Understanding how the kinematics of the knee are affected by the design of the knee arthroplasty is important in the goals of a TKA—a satisfied patient with good implant longevity. Many investigations have focused specifically on the knee kinematics of CR and PS designs. Dennis et al [9] conducted a large multicenter study looking at the kinematics of various CR and PS designs during gait and deep knee bends at a minimum of 1 year postoperatively. Similar kinematic patterns were seen during gait, where the PCL and cam/post function are minimal. However, during a deep knee bend, the PS designs consistently showed greater posterior femoral rollback, which allows for increased knee flexion. Another study also found that at an average of 2 years postoperatively, a high flexion PS design allowed for greater weight-bearing maximal flexion and posterior femoral rollback when compared to a high flexion CR TKA [23]. A study looking at condylar liftoff at a minimum of 1 year postoperatively found that both CR and PS designs experienced similarly high rates of condylar liftoff, mostly at the greater flexion angles [24]. One study investigating the kinematics of CR and PS designs during a stair climb at an average of 2-3 years postoperatively found that the CR design provided mid-flexion stability, as anterior translation of the femur was absent, whereas in the PS design anterior translation was present, indicating it did not
provide mid-flexion stability during a stair climb [25]. Another study with a follow-up of 5 years postoperatively demonstrated that during both a deep lunge activity and a stair climb activity, the PS design had greater and more consistent posterior femoral rollback and less paradoxical anterior translation [26]. A recent review article on TKA kinematics corroborated many of these findings, reporting that CR designs experienced a greater frequency of anterior translation and less posterior femoral rollback than PS designs during a weight-bearing deep knee bend [10]. While substantial work has been performed investigating CR and PS designs at short-term follow-ups of less than 5 years, few studies have reported long-term findings comparing CR and PS designs. One long-term study demonstrated no clinically relevant differences in implant longevity, pain relief, or functional improvement up to 10 years postoperatively [27]. Another long-term study found that while survivorship of the 2 designs was similar, the PS design was associated with greater range of motion but also in the long-term. Many studies have shown that PS designs typically outperform CR designs with respect to contact kinematics, and that both are unable to replicate normal knee kinematics in PS and CR TKA. With prosthetics lasting well into their second decade, both PS and CR designs should aim to limit the occurrence of kinematic abnormalities not only in the short-term but also in the long-term. Many studies have shown that PS designs typically outperform CR designs with respect to contact kinematics, and that both are unable to replicate normal knee kinematics at early follow-ups [9,10,26]. Our findings show that this remains true nearly a decade postoperation.

PS TKA had a significantly more anterior tibiofemoral contact position for both medial and lateral condyles than CR TKA at early flexion, perhaps due to the lack of a PCL that would prevent an anterior positioning of the femur. However, at 60° of flexion, both designs have a similar contact point on both condyles. While the medial contact position of the PS group is more anterior at 80°, the CR design still experiences greater paradoxical anterior translation of the femur than the PS design. While paradoxical anterior femoral translation was still present in the PS TKA group, it was less evident. Additionally, there is a clear difference in the amount of posterior femoral rollback between the 2 designs. One report on normal knee kinematics shows that the normal knee will experience an average of 6.9 mm and 27.4 mm of posterior femoral rollback during a deep knee bend from 0° to 120° on the medial and lateral condyles, respectively, indicating the presence of a medial pivot kinematic pattern [29]. Another study showed similar findings for normal knees, with averages of 1.9 mm and 21 mm of posterior femoral rollback medially and laterally, respectively [30]. We can infer the amount of posterior femoral rollback in both PS and CR TKA in our study by analyzing the excursions. Our study found that PS TKA had a medial and lateral excursion of 8.9 and 10.1 mm, respectively, whereas CR TKA had a medial excursion of 9.1 mm and a lateral excursion of 5.9 mm. In both groups, there is a noticeable increase in posterior translation medially and a reduction laterally when compared to the normal knee.

In agreement with a report by Dennis et al [24] that used the same implant, the frequency of condylar separation was similar between CR and PS TKA; however, our results show a lower overall frequency of separation than what was found in their study. While Dennis et al studied condylar liftoff, which uses the femoral component and the tibial tray to determine the tibiofemoral distances, our study analyzed condylar separation, which uses the polyethylene insert in place of the tibial tray when determining the tibiofemoral distance [31–33]. It is not likely that this caused the discrepancy in the frequency of liftoff/separation because the implant has symmetrical medial and lateral condyles. Another major difference in our findings from the Dennis et al's study was the frequency of medial and lateral liftoff in both groups. Our results indicate that condylar separation is predominately lateral in PS TKA and occurs slightly more often medially in CR TKA. Dennis et al [24] observed more lateral liftoff in the CR TKA group, suggesting that the PCL functions to prevent medial liftoff due to its attachment to the medial femoral condyle; however, these results were from a minimum follow-up of 1 year. Our results suggest that perhaps the PCL has a decreased ability to prevent medial liftoff in CR TKA over a longer time of follow-up.

Furthermore, the medial pivot kinematic pattern present in normal knees was absent in both groups [9]. In the PS TKA group, no prominent medial or lateral pivot pattern was seen, while in the CR TKA group a lateral pivot pattern was evident, a drastic change from the normal medial pivot pattern. A possible explanation for this is the increased medial condylar separation in CR TKA. With less medial contact in the CR designs, the medial condyle is unable to act as the pivot point. Instead the lateral condyle acts as the pivot point.

Fig. 2. AP contact positions (mean ± standard deviation) on the medial condyle (A) and lateral condyle (B) between the PS and CR groups throughout flexion from 0° to 100°. AP, anteroposterior; PS, posterior-stabilized; CR, cruciate-retaining.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Posterior-Stabilizing</th>
<th>Cruciate-Retaining</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF-12 MCS</td>
<td>57.0 ± 9.8</td>
<td>56.5 ± 9.5</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preop</td>
<td>53.0 ± 9.8</td>
<td>53.8 ± 8.9</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postop</td>
<td>29.4 ± 6.4</td>
<td>28.3 ± 6.6</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-12 PCS</td>
<td>42.2 ± 11.5</td>
<td>40.2 ± 12.1</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preop</td>
<td>100.1 ± 16.8</td>
<td>98.1 ± 23.4</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postop</td>
<td>183.6 ± 26.4</td>
<td>176.2 ± 29.9</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMAC</td>
<td>46.9 ± 17.6</td>
<td>50.0 ± 18.5</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postop</td>
<td>79.5 ± 20.7</td>
<td>79.8 ± 23.1</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SF-12, Short Form 12; MCS, mental component score; PCS, physical component score; KSS, Knee Society Score; WOMAC, Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index; preop, preoperative; postop, postoperative.
and external rotation of the femur occurs through anterior translation of the medial condyle rather than through the posterior rollback of the lateral condyle, a common phenomenon in CR TKA [9,26,34].

Despite the difference in kinematics between the PS and CR groups, no differences were observed in multiple patient questionnaires, supporting previous results from Beaupre et al [27], who compared PS and CR TKA at 10 years postoperatively. However, these measures can be influenced by many other factors and therefore are not always reliable [35]. When using the total TUG test time, an objective measurement of patient function, we found a clinically relevant difference greater than the TUG test minimally clinically important difference of 2.27 seconds in patient function, with the PS group outperforming the CR group [17]. One study that used the TUG test to analyze the fall risk of patients found that the TUG test time of nonfallers was 12.4 seconds and was 15.6 seconds for fallers [36]. Our results suggest that patients in the PS group have total TUG test times similar to that of nonfallers and that patients in the CR group have times more closely resembling that of fallers. Although multiple factors may be causal to this difference in times, one potential reason could be the more kinematic abnormalities associated with CR TKA.

A healthy knee relies on the PCL to prevent the anterior sliding of the femur and induce posterior femoral rollback, especially laterally, at the higher angles of flexion [37,38]. CR designs also rely on an intact and functional PCL to maintain the knee kinematics. While it has been reported that the PCL remains functional at a follow-up of 4 years, many other histologic reports have shown that the PCL is often already deficient in osteoarthritic knees before surgery [39–41]. In their study of PS vs CR designs 10 years postoperatively, Sando et al [28] suggested that the degeneration of the retained PCL may result in kinematic abnormalities in CR TKA at long-term follow-up. Our results suggest that this may be the case.

This study was not without its limitations. All images were collected with patients in a weight-bearing position, but they were collected using a quasistatic method as opposed to a continuous dynamic deep knee bend. However, multiple studies have shown that static and dynamic kinematics are comparable following TKA, and our findings were consistent with many of the fluoroscopic studies [9,26,34,42,43]. Another limitation was the use of the CR and PS versions of only one implant design. The report from Dennis et al [9] showed that even different models of the same type of implant can have different knee kinematics; however, it was important to limit the present study to one particular implant to reduce the influence of different implant model designs and focus on the effects of retaining or sacrificing the PCL. More long-term follow-up studies of different implant models are required to make more general conclusions. Finally, because this was an expertise-based study, surgeon variability may have influenced the results.

In conclusion, we found kinematic differences at an average of 9 years postoperatively that favor fixed-bearing PS knee arthroplasties over their CR counterparts. The PS group displayed less paradoxical anterior femoral translation on both the medial and lateral condyles, and greater lateral condyle excursion indicating greater posterior femoral rollback. No differences between groups were observed in the medial excursion or frequency of condylar separation. Furthermore, there was no difference between groups for the clinical outcome scores, which improved from preoperatively to the most recent postoperative follow-up. However, there was a difference in total TUG test time, with the PS group demonstrating greater function and a potentially lower fall risk. The increased paradoxical motion, reduced rollback, and lateral pivot in the CR group may suggest PCL insufficiency in CR TKA, indicating that perhaps the cam/post systems present in PS TKA allow those designs to better maintain knee kinematics and function in the long term.
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